Mead Judging Exam
Instructions

Judge each mead as if you would at a competition, providing complete and accurate descriptions of the bouquet/aroma, appearance, flavor and overall impression. Provide scores just as you would in a competition.

- Complete all the portions of the scoresheet related to the description of the mead – just as you would for an entry in a competition.
- Add your exam participant number on each scoresheet – **do not include your name**.
- Circle the appropriate number on each exam mead scoresheet to indicate which mead you are scoring.
- Only write on one side of the paper, back sides are not copied. If you need additional space, use another sheet of paper.
- Write firmly (with dark pencil/ink) to facilitate photocopying of your exam.
- Do not write to the very edge of the page since that will make it difficult to photocopy and portions of your scoresheet may not get to the graders.
- Please write neatly; handwriting is meant to be read, and not to be solved.

**Do not return this form with your examination paperwork.**